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Abstract. The verification of real-time systems has been an active area
of research for several decades now. Some results have been success-
fully transferred to industry. Still, many obstacles remain that hinder
a smooth integration of academic research and industrial application.
In this extended abstract, we discuss some of these obstacles and on-
going research and community efforts to bridge this gap. In particular,
we present several experimental and theoretical methods to evaluate and
compare real-time systems analysis methods and tools.
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1 Introduction
Critical embedded systems such as cars, satellites or planes are real-time in the
sense that they must provide some type of timing guarantees, e.g., to ensure that
a system will always react sufficently quickly to some external event.
The verification of real-time systems has been an active area of research for
several decades now since the seminal work of Liu and Layland [20] (see [8]
for a survey). Some results have been successfully transferred to industry, as
illustrated by the existence of numerous companies selling real-time systems
analysis tools which are spin-offs from research institutions, e.g., AbsInt1 (from
Saarland University), Symtavision2 (now part of Luxoft, from TU Braunschweig)
and RTaW3 (from INRIA). Four additional examples of successful technology
transfer are described in [7].
Still, many obstacles remain that hinder a smooth integration of academic
research and industrial application. To illustrate this on an example, the veri-
fication of timing properties in the automotive industry tends to be based on
simulations rather than static analysis, complemented with monitoring to handle
at runtime potential timing violations. The rapid evolution of real-time systems,
with the advent of multicore architectures and the shift toward heterogeneous,






high-performance platforms, is increasing the gap between the analysis tools and
methods proposed by the research community and the needs of industry [25].
At the same time, this trend represents a unique opportunity, because sys-
tems are becoming so complex that simulation is not a viable verification method
anymore. There is currently a need for simple mechanisms to make these new,
complex platforms more predictable, and for associated verification techniques.
For example, several automotive OEMs and suppliers are now using the Log-
ical Execution Time (LET) [18] paradigm to achieve predictable communica-
tion [17,14]. This choice has led to renewed interactions between academia and
industry in order to identify where more research is needed on the topic [9].
In this context, we argue that one major obstacle to the application of aca-
demic results in industry is the difficulty, both for academics and practitioners,
to evaluate how existing analysis techniques and their associated tools can per-
form on real systems. In the following, we discuss some criteria for such an
evaluation that deserve more attention from the research community. We then
present current efforts toward experimental and theoretical methods to evaluate
and compare real-time systems analysis methods and tools.
2 Evaluation criteria
In this section, we would like to draw attention to several criteria that are key
to evaluating the usability of a method or a tool, and which we feel are currently
underestimated.
2.1 Expressivity of the underlying model
One major difficulty that practitioners face whenever trying to use a tool from
academia, e.g. pyCPA4, MAST5 or Cheddar 6, is the mismatch between the mod-
els they work with and the expressivity of the tool they would like to use [16].
Many papers still assume a simple model where independent software tasks ex-
ecute on a uniprocessor. In practice, systems are now much more complex, with
multiple cores, communication buses, shared caches, etc. Even uniprocessor sys-
tems require more complex models than the one introduced in [20].
One example is illustrated in [15]: Due to minor uncertainties in clock im-
plementations, the exact value of a task period (describing the frequency with
which the task is activated) may not be known. This means that the activations
of two tasks that are specified with the same period may shift if mapped onto
different processors, which must be taken into account by the analysis. This
requires support for parameters in the system model.
Another example related to the description of task activations concerns tasks
implementing engine control. Such tasks, which are commonly referred to as
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engine reaches a specific angle. Recent theoretical works [22,3] provide solutions
for precisely analyzing such tasks, but most tools do not implement them.
These are just two examples to illustrate the complexity of modeling indus-
trial systems. Reality is even more complex, with tasks often implemented with
some degree of intra-task parallelism [23], and the additional complexity due to
multicore architectures. Many existing tools and analysis techniques do take into
account some level of complexity in their model, including those cited above, but
they apply to different, incomparable models with no systematic way of com-
paring them. Despite existing efforts [21], we still lack a clear understanding of
how different abstractions can be compared semantically.
2.2 Expressivity of the provided guarantees
A second, related issue is the fact that academic research has largely focused on
guaranteeing schedulability, that is, on ensuring that no task in a given task set
can ever miss its deadline. Schedulability is usually established by computing an
upper bound on the worst-case response time of tasks, i.e., the maximal delay
between the activation of a task resulting in the creation of a job to be executed,
and the completion of that job. This is often not the most critical issue.
First, one is generally not interested in the response time of a single task,
but rather in the end-to-end latency of a so-called cause-effect chain of tasks
which are independently activated but communicate via shared variables [10].
Although this problem was formalized ten years ago, it has only recently become
an active research topic [1].
Besides, the notion of schedulability itself (even if the notion of deadline
is applied to cause-effect chains rather than single tasks) is restrictive [2]: In
particular, it has been shown that many real-time systems are weakly-hard rather
than hard, meaning that they can tolerate a bounded number of deadline misses
without this leading to system failure [11,19].
These two examples illustrate the fact that researchers and tool providers
must pay closer attention to which timing guarantees are used in practice. A
better understanding about how the real-time aspects interface with other view-
points such as function or energy consumption is needed for that [13].
2.3 Precision of the computed results
Another problem that hinders the use of academic solutions for the verification
of real-time systems is the lack of support to estimate the precision of the com-
puted results. Indeed, for scalability reasons, existing solutions compute upper
bounds on worst-case behaviors, which introduces some pessimism in the anal-
ysis. The problem is that there is no method to quantify that pessimism, other
than comparing the computed upper bounds with results obtained by simula-
tion. In general, there is a large gap between the values thus obtained (through
analysis and simulation) and the user does not know whether it is due to the
imprecision of the simulation, or whether it results from the pessimism of the
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analysis. Exhibiting a possible scenario leading to a deadline miss would be valu-
able to practitioners because it would help them to redesign the system to make
it schedulable. The need to investigate this issue further and some initial results
are provided in [12].
3 Methods for evaluation and comparison
Let us now present several initiatives aiming to help researchers and practitioners
compare their methods and tools.
3.1 Empirical approaches
The objective of the WATERS industrial challenge7 is to address the need for
closer interaction between academia and industry that is underlined by the ob-
servations made in the previous sections. The principle of the challenge is to
provide researchers with a concrete industrial problem related to real-time sys-
tems design and analysis, which they try to solve with their preferred method
and tool. So far, Thales, Bosch and Dassault have contributed (Bosch has pro-
posed multiple challenges). The WATERS industrial challenge has proven over
the years to be an extremely attractive and valuable exercice to share and com-
pare solutions and results.
While we need more case studies such as the WATERS industrial challenge,
we also need synthetic test cases, or tools to generate them, on which there is a
consensus. Unfortunately, there is no such tool at the moment – authors use cus-
tom made generators for their publications. Some rules to generate meaningful
test cases are provided in [6], but the targeted models are too simple to tackle
realistic sytems and need to be extended.
RTSpec [24] represents a significant effort towards a unified format for de-
scribing such test cases. It is a formalism for real-time systems specification with
flexible syntax and rigorous semantics based on UPPAAL models. Based on this
library, the timing model of various analyzers can be formalized, and mappings
between their respective input formats can be rigorously defined. The overall
target is a framework which comprises the RTSpec formalism, a tool chain for
automatically translating RTSpec into the input of various analysis tools, and
a set of benchmarks which are synthetic or derived from industrial case studies.
Such a framework would provide a systematic, automated and rigorous method-
ology for evaluating analyzers.
3.2 Theoretical approaches
Few research papers have focused on the issue of comparing real-time systems
analysis techniques. A recent publication [5] (building upon [6]) is tackling the
problem while identifying pitfalls in the use of metrics such as resource augmen-
tation factors and utilization bounds to compare methods or tools.
7 https://www.ecrts.org/industrialchallenge
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One theoretical tool which seems promising to provide a solid formal back-
ground for comparing models and analysis techniques is the Prosa8 library, a
repository of definitions and proofs for real-time schedulability analysis [4] us-
ing the Coq proof assistant9. One of the objectives of the ongoing CASERM
project10 is to build the RTSpec framework on top of Prosa instead of UP-
PAAL, thus allowing for formal proofs on model transformations, as needed for
comparison purposes.
4 Conclusion
In this short paper, we have illustrated the need for a better theoretical and prac-
tical support to evaluate and compare methods and tools for real-time systems
analysis. We have underlined the importance of being able to formally relate
models used by different approaches, as well as the need to look beyond schedu-
lability analysis and to develop methods to quantify the pessimism of existing
analyses. In addition, we have presented recent and ongoing initiatives targeting
these goals, which we hope will help reducing the gap between academic research
and industrial practice.
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